
16 March QM Weekly Meeting
1. Check in: Grey, VC, Sydney, Jordan, Natan, Fern
2. All

○ Ongoing projects
■ Gender & Sexuality Commissioner
■ Fulfilling resource orders
■ McGill application / Preferred name usage

○ Statement on court decision
■ Ready to post

○ GSC:
■ E-newsletter underway
■ Statement on court decision

1. QM is quoted in it
■ Equity housing policy changes to be sent out this week

○ Office updates
■ Bookshelves are still not attached to the wall :(
■ Cabinet in office now very securely fixed to the wall
■ Natan will reach out to Wallace to ask him about it
■ Tell Sydney what your opinions are on furniture

○ Furniture things
■ Don’t want something too dark because space is already dark, but

don’t want something where stains will show up too easily
■ light green bigger couch option
■ Going with the Kallax unit with doors for our cupboard
■ One dark brown chair with no arms, one pink chair with arms

○ Summer work?
■ Digitizing historical files
■ Library
■ Should be able to get a guest pass
■ Should be able to do it as summer work
■ We are allowed to give hours we haven’t worked to other people

1. We have 300 hours allocated per person
2. So one person going over their hours is ok, so long as not

everyone does
3. We have an average of 10hrs a week

3. Admin
○ Winter GA

■ Finishing thing on Canva for it
■ Paid promotion for the event had to wait until Facebook approved our

previous promotion
■ Constitutional changes

1. We can add amendments to the agenda at any point
2. Lots was added to it/changed at the end of last year and made

a few changes in the Fall
3. From Fall GA to discuss at this GA: make exit reports and

training regulations to establish some consistency and improve
internal memory



a. Create running log of exit reports and put them all in
one place

b. That way incoming coords can have access to all
previous reports from people in that position

4. Wanting to make an exclusion for 3 semester rule for the
staffer training for coords

a. If a coord ran the prior staffer training, they should not
have to receive staffer training the following semester

b. Is the job of the admin coord to run staffer training, so if
the admin has to be staffer trained, that responsibility
falls to other coords

c. Also makes no sense for coords to give multiple
consecutive trainings and then have to receive the
same one

■ Office hours update
1. Monday noon to 2pm office hours will be moved to Monday

2pm to 4pm
○ Steering committee updates

■ Bargaining between the SSMUnion and SSMU is happening right now
■ 70% done but finance parts have not happened yet because they

have to be last
■ A bit behind hopeful schedule
■ Part of the purpose is to raise all our wages (everyone who works for

Concordia’s student union makes a minimum of $17/hr)
■ Timeline was supposed to be by April but a bit behind
■ Changes should be implemented by 2022
■ Biggest goals: getting rid of casual staff and making everyone either

part-time of full-time staff in order to have proper rights
■ Pay bump would not come out of our budget (would not affect the

resources we can provide)
■ Will likely happen around the same time service fees get consolidated
■ There is now a SSMUnion office (once campus is more open) we can

physically go talk to our union reps
○ Mental health roundtable updates

■ Asked if we want help with anything
1. People have been asking us to compile list of queer-friendly

resources
2. Someone from the mental health round table will help make

this list
3. fern  also has list

■
4. Finance

○ No update
5. Events

○ End of year party up🥺
■ There’s a great playlist

○ Movie tomorrow! Much excite pls come
■ Will be on Zoom not jitsi so that QPIRG finds it easier to run



■ Content warnings for racism and police brutality (more in the event
description)

○ Pls submit to the zine
■ It’s a more writing-focussed one
■ No deadline yet but before the end of the semester pls
■ The submission form is in the most recent listserv

6. Comms
○ No real updates, getting on promoting the election

7. Resource
○ Anonymous question

■ Someone is having a hard time participating over zoom and asking for
a group chat because feels less formal

■ Facebook group chat might often have people being deadnamed as
they come in

■ would likely be difficult to monitor and keep it a safer space
1. Would need to create a disclaimer because we won’t be able

to monitor it all the time
2. Can tell people to flag things to the coordinators
3. Can pin messages and make different channels
4. No one has up-to-date staffer training other than coords

because it’s been a long time due to covid
5. Can just put it on social distancing group to keep it safer
6. At worst, we can shut it down

■ Could make a discord (is an alias)
1. QM has a discord apparently (we can look for login

information)
2. None of us have experience moderating a group chat
3. Grey or VC can set it up

8. Closing remarks
○ Does anyone know the library door code?

■ Natan will ask Wallace
■ The last one we had doesn’t work anymore

○
9. Points of action

○ Sydney:
■

○ Jordan:
■

○ Grey:
■ Make more matcha
■ Discuss with VC about discord

○ Fern:
■ Make promotional post for GA
■ Make CANVA post for GA
■ Update office hours everywhere

○ Natan:
■ Email Wallace about library shelves and door code



○ VC:
■ Make facebook event for Winter GA
■ Discuss with events about discord

○ Everyone:
■


